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Rengers, Martina (F205)

Von: Tomaz.Speh@gov.si
Gesendet: Freitag, 23. November 2018 14:15
An: Galia Stateva; Ciprian Alexandru; Hajnovic, Frantisek; Maślankowski Jacek; 

Valentin Chavdarov; Rengers, Martina (F205); ulf.durnell@scb.se; 
EIDELMAN, Alexis (DARES); Annalisa Lucarelli; 
Francis.SAUCY@bfs.admin.ch; Tomas Rudys; Crt.Grahonja@gov.si; 
dan.wu@scb.se; suad.elezovic@scb.se; DUMESNIL DE MARICOURT, Claire 
(DARES)

Betreff: WPB Kick off preparatory meeting summary

Dear Colleagues  
 
I would like to thank you all who could participate the meeting. This is a brief summary of topics discussed as well as 
information for all who could not participate the meeting.  
 
The first aim of the meeting was to get acquainted with the latest information regarding the submission of proposal.  
Our proposal has officially reached the stage of Grant Agreement Preparation (GAP). Based on the evaluation result 
letter and the evaluation report requested improvements of the WPB proposed text were discussed.  
The main part of the discussion was intended to the activities related to the cooperation with CEDEFOP as 
potential  OJV data source for NSI purposes. Tomaž briefly reported about conclusions from the bilateral webex with 
CEDEFOP representative (Vladimir Kvetan). The main conclusion was that CEDEFOP is ready to provide access to 
OJV data for the purpose of producing statistical indicators for all ESS WPB partners. It is also posible to get access 
to the software for processing CEDEFOP OJV data. Several partners  expressed interests for using this data in the 
frame of WPB (DE, IT, UK).The question raised was when and the data will be available. This information is expected 
to be given by the CEDEFOP representative at the kick of the meeting.  
In the evaluatioon results it was requested also that Indicators on OJVs produced in the frame of WPB have to be 
published at the Eurostat website and at the national level. It was pointed out in the discussion that this is rather 
optimistic plan.  
 
In the second part of the meeting we discussed agenda and proposed topics to be discussed during the parallel 
sessions. The group agreed with proposed topics. The aim is to preprare ourself to proactively participate in the 
discussion during the kick off meeting about tasks distribution,  how are we going to collaborate and what will be done 
by each partner by next face to face meeting. To be prepared it is particularly important because the agenda has 
changed and now only 1 hour and 15 minutes will be available for our parallel discussions section. I would appreciate 
very much if everyone can discuss proposed topics internally in advance.  
 
The group also agreed about the next webex meeting date. It will be organised on Thursday,  20 december at 11AM 
CET.  
 
If you have comments or proposals, please send them to me by Tuesday, 27 November.  
 
Best regards  
 
Tomaž  
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From:        Tomaž Špeh/SURS/GOV  
To:        Galia Stateva <GStateva@NSI.bg>, Ciprian Alexandru <Ciprian.Alexandru@insse.ro>, "Hajnovic, Frantisek" <Frantisek.Hajnovic@ons.gov.uk>, 
Maślankowski Jacek <J.Maslankowski@stat.gov.pl>, Valentin Chavdarov <VChavdarov@NSI.bg>, "Rengers, Martina (F205)" 
<Martina.Rengers@destatis.de>, <ulf.durnell@scb.se>, "EIDELMAN, Alexis (DARES)" <alexis.eidelman@travail.gouv.fr>, "LHOMMEAU, Bertrand (DARES)" 
<Bertrand.LHOMMEAU@travail.gouv.fr>, Annalisa Lucarelli <anlucare@istat.it>, <Francis.SAUCY@bfs.admin.ch>, Tomas Rudys 
<Tomas.Rudys@stat.gov.lt>, Črt Grahonja/SURS/GOV@SVN, dan.wu@scb.se, suad.elezovic@scb.se,  
Date:        19.11.2018 12:23  
Subject:        Fw: WPB Kick off preparatory meeting (ESSNet BD WPB webex 3)  
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Dear Colleagues  
 
As agreed earlier, our kick off preparation webex meeting will take place on Wednesday 21 November from 10 to 12 
CET. This is the WebEx link: 
https://meetings.webex.com/collabs/meetings/join?uuid=MDSWA7V3QQOEIX2YQDOUYU0WU6-7VRX  
 
You can check the webex technical requirements in your environment on this site:https://www.webex.com/test-
meeting.html. Our connection will be open from 09:30 CET so you can test it also before the meeting will start. In our 
environment it helps if I use Internet explorer and in case of webex updates also local admin account.  
 
Attached you can find short presentation with the agenda so you can prepare or if you will not be able to participate to 
exchange your views via email.  
 
I look forward to meeting you.  
 
 
Tomaž  
 
[prilogo »WPB webex3.pptx« je izbrisal Tomaž Špeh/SURS/GOV]            
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From:        Tomaž Špeh/SURS/GOV  
To:        Galia Stateva <GStateva@NSI.bg>, Ciprian Alexandru <Ciprian.Alexandru@insse.ro>, "Hajnovic, Frantisek" <Frantisek.Hajnovic@ons.gov.uk>, 
Maślankowski Jacek <J.Maslankowski@stat.gov.pl>, Valentin Chavdarov <VChavdarov@NSI.bg>, "Rengers, Martina (F205)" 
<Martina.Rengers@destatis.de>, <ulf.durnell@scb.se>, "EIDELMAN, Alexis (DARES)" <alexis.eidelman@travail.gouv.fr>, "LHOMMEAU, Bertrand (DARES)" 
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Date:        16.11.2018 14:28  
Subject:        WPB Kick off preparatory meeting (ESSNet BD WPB webex 3)  

 
 
Dear Colleagues  
 
Thank you very much for  your responses. According to the doodle (https://doodle.com/poll/uxqw3nac7ca96xth)  your 
availability is almost the same for all days, unfortunately we are not all available each day.  I propose to organise the 
meeting on Wednesday 21 November. I will send short presentation in advance so if you will not be able to participate 
to the meeting you can still express your views by email. Please let me know if you have any other proposals by 
Monday.  
 
Best regards  
 
Tomaž  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Obstoječe elektronsko sporočilo in vse morebitne priloge predstavljajo poslovno skrivnost in so namenjene izključno 
naslovniku. Kakršnokoli razkrivanje, distribucija ali kopiranje vsebine sporočila je izrecno prepovedano. Če ste 
sporočilo prejeli pomotoma, vas prosimo, da o tem obvestite pošiljatelja, sporočilo pa takoj uničite. Najnovejši 
statistični podatki so na voljo na www.stat.si. 
 
This email and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom 
they are addressed. It is strictly forbidden to disclose, distribute or copy the content of this message. If you have 
received this email in error, please notify the sender by replying to this email and then delete it from your system. The 
latest statistical data are available at http://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/home. 




